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Optically-Clocked Instruction Set Extensions for
High Efciency Embedded Processors
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Abstract�—We propose a technique to localize computation in
Instruction Set Extensions (ISEs) that are clocked at very high
speed with respect to the processor. In order to save power, data to
and from Custom Instruction Units (CIUs) is synchronized via an
optical signal that is detected through a Single-Photon Avalanche
Diode (SPAD) capable of timing uncertainties as low as 50 ps.
The CIUs comprise a free-standing local oscillator serving a

computing area of a few tens of square micrometers, thus resulting
in extremely reduced power dissipations, since the distribution of a
high frequency clock over long distances is avoided. This approach
is based on the globally asynchronous locally synchronous con-
cept, whereby the granularity of the local domains is reduced to
a minimum, thus enabling extremely high local clock frequencies
and low power, while minimizing substrate noise injection and
intra-chip interference.
Thanks to this approach we can free ourselves from expensive

synchronization techniques such as FIFOs, delays, or ip-op
based synchronizers by creating xed synchronization points in
time where data can be exchanged. The paradigm is demonstrated
on a chip designed and fabricated in a standard 90 nm CMOS
technology. A full characterization demonstrates the suitability of
the approach.

Index Terms�—Clock distribution, embedded systems, globally
asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS), instruction set exten-
sions (ISEs), optical clocking, optically clocked ISEs, single-photon
avalanche diode (SPADs).

I. INTRODUCTION

O PTICAL clock distribution has been a subject of research
for the past two decades. Even as early as the 1980s, with

the rise of ber-optics in telecommunications, Goodman et al.
were the rst to present a thorough analysis of optical intercon-
nects for VLSI systems [1]. However, conventional electrical
distribution remains the norm to date. The reasons for this trend
until today were mainly the difculty of integrating very fast de-
tectors in standard CMOS processes, that operate in the 1.55 m
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Fig. 1. Optical channels in a stack of thinned chip.

wavelength range. In addition, the need of ad hoc packages for
optical distribution and ber coupling deterred most manufac-
turers to pursue the optical clock route for cost and compatibility
reasons.
Optical means for clock distribution and data transfer directly

on chip are attractive for a number of reasons. In primis, an op-
tically coupled network is less subject to the usual performance
limitations of its electrical counterparts, such as skew, jitter,
and power consumption, especially at high frequencies. In ad-
dition, with the emergence of 3D integration, fast through-chip
communication and clocking has become a real issue, whereas
through silicon vias, the currently proposed solution, are too
bulky as of 2011 although they seem to start being effectively
and reliably mass-produced. On the contrary, an optical channel
can be implemented today through a stack of thinned silicon
chips using conventional micro-optics techniques and air or di-
electric based waveguides (Fig. 1).
Silicon dioxide and germanium waveguides can be used in a

planar chip for horizontally pushing optical pulses. Their fabri-
cation is becoming commonplace and it is already CMOS com-
patible at least in some SOI technologies [2].
Optical clock distribution can provide reduced skew and jitter

in distributing the synchronization signal, though not neces-
sarily slashing power [3]. A remaining problem is that of op-
tical-to-electrical conversion [4] which [3], [5], and [6] have
tried to solve with some success. However, much remains to be
done in this eld even with the encouraging advances achieved
in optical clock distribution at the chip, package, board, and cab-
inet level [1], [7]�–[10]. Interesting new directions are currently
being pursued using alternative waveguide materials, such as
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germanium that can be used horizontally and vertically. Fabri-
cation of these waveguides can be performed even at low tem-
peratures, thus making them compatible with a post-processing
step on advanced deep-submicron CMOS technologies.
The development of purely electrical, high-performance

clock networks has meanwhile progressed in the last years,
yielding schemes to locally generate high-frequency clock
signals in the spirit of a Globally Asynchronous Locally
Synchronous (GALS) approach [11]. The solution generally
adopted is that of a closed-loop-with-active-compensation
that is implemented by means of phase-locked loops (PLLs)
and delay-locked loops (DLLs) [12], [13]. In this context,
much effort has been devoted to reducing jitter and power
[4], [14]�–[21]. However, these techniques are also generally
power- and area-hungry. Besides PLL and DLL based circuits,
ring oscillators have been proposed. With their simple design,
compactness and predictable performance behavior [22], these
circuits are commonly used for localized clock (re)generation
[23]�–[26].
We propose a CMOS optical clock distribution scheme

named Oscar. Its application, detailed in Section II, is adapted
to, but not limited to synchronization of an embedded processor
with Instruction Set Extensions (ISEs) implemented on chip.
The particular Custom Instruction Units (CIUs) proposed in
this paper are circuitries that perform logic and arithmetic
operations at an internal clock frequency that is signicantly
higher than that of the processor they serve. We believe that
CIUs and in general application-specic integrated processors,
are the best candidates to use the Oscar scheme since, as we
will see later, they can run at a much higher speed than the host
processor, due to the locality and relative simplicity of com-
putation. The system can be thought of as fully synchronous
but without the burden of global high-speed clocks that are
replaced by ultra-low-power optical clock pick-ups based on
single-photon detectors (Fig. 2). The single-photon detec-
tors used in this work are CMOS compatible Single-Photon
Avalanche Diode (SPADs) that were developed for the rst
time in a sub-100 nm CMOS technology by our group [27].
Due to the high speed and low jitter of these devices, they are
equivalent to a high speed, low skew, and low jitter data/clock
distribution network that at the same time requires no sophis-
ticated, high-power techniques to achieve its performance. In
addition, due to the versatility of these devices, the geographical
localization of the CIUs on chip becomes irrelevant towards
the achievable performance.
To understand the peculiarities of the proposed system, let us

review those approaches that are relevant to it.
Distribution of clock signals, whether optical or electrical,

has a major role not only in synchronous systems [28] but also in
systems with limited or localized synchronicity. An example of
such systems is the use of the GALS approach [29], where im-
portant power savings are realized by creating localized clock
domains and replacing a global clock with asynchronous data
exchange protocols. In the GALS approach, a core optimiza-
tion lies in the selection of a sweet spot frequency for the local-
ized clock domains. Another issue is that of the selection of the
proper data exchange protocol to minimize the area and power

Fig. 2. Optical clock distribution example with a cone of light over the chip.

impact to the overall design. Reliable data transfer at high band-
width between clock domains is addressed by several methods
[29]�–[31]. �“Pausible Clocking�” is one such mechanism of spe-
cial interest to us. The idea is to �“pause�” the clock to allow
safe latching of transmitted data between modules. The trans-
mission can be done through FIFOs [32] or directly [33] but
in any case synchronization is needed. Usually, these systems
also suffer from non-deterministic execution which complicates
testing and validation [34].
The demand of widely specialized processors has lead to

single-die, multi-die packaged, or multi-package heteroge-
neous systems. An example of the last category are coprocessor
systems which were highly in vogue 20 years ago [35], [36]
though some more recent work revisits the paradigm [37]�–[40].
ISEs can be seen as an evolution of coprocessors. While co-
processors expand processor functionality with datapath and
control logic through a dened external interface, ISEs with
CIUs, are only an addition to the processor�’s datapath. A careful
choice of �“accelerated�” instructions is required and has been
done manually until Clark et al. rst demonstrated automatic
selection [41]. Further research also conrmed the viability of
automatic ISEs detection [42]�–[50].
The system proposed in this paper builds on the experience

of GALS, coprocessors, and ISEs. The clocking circuit imple-
menting these ideas was designed into an integrated circuit and
used to test a wide variety of trade-offs. The chip was imple-
mented in a standard 90 nm digital CMOS technology. Chips in
this process can be thinned to several tens of micrometers, thus
enabling the Oscar technology to be used in 3D stacks where
the optical clock would be transmitted through chips.
The use of SPADs for the optical pickups, instead of con-

ventional photodiodes, has several advantages. First, due to
the mechanism of self-amplication of SPADs, no ampliers
nor comparators are needed to convert optical onto electrical
power. In addition, the avalanche process is very fast, thus
enabling picosecond resolution in the synchronization edges.
Second, thanks to SPAD sensitivity, it is possible to reduce the
optical power used at the source and to use a combination of
several parallel signals operating in close proximity. Finally,
thanks to the miniaturization levels achieved in deep-submicron
SPADs, the real estate overhead is negligible [27], [51]�–[53].
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Fig. 3. Principle of operation of the non-PVT compensated oscillator. The three
Oscar oscillators situated on different locations on chip are all started at the
same time and run for 7 cycles. Communication across clock domains
is guaranteed only on the synchronization points.

As an alternative optical pickup technology Avalanche Photo
diodes (APDs) could be used, the main advantage being an al-
most inexistent dead time that could enable operating frequen-
cies in the gigahertz range at the price of a relatively com-
plex amplication scheme and very strict bias control circuitry.
However, in Oscar, global synchronization speeds are not crit-
ical, thus even nanosecond-long dead times are acceptable, as
long as the timing resolution remains high, i.e., 100 ps or less.
In SPADs, spurious ring (dark counts) and afterpulsing may
occur [51]. However, these effects are inherently canceled by
Oscar architecture.
The principle of operation ofOscar, illustrated in Fig. 3, is the

following. A local oscillator is started by a pulse from the sensor
and it is then stopped after an integer number of cycles. This
mechanism ensures that the edges of all the generated clocks on
the chip are aligned at these synchronization time-points. On
the other hand, the clock edges in between might not be aligned
due to process, voltage and/or temperature (PVT) variations.
The limitation imposed by this clocking mechanism is that data
can only be exchanged safely at the synchronization points. In
order to demonstrate it, we propose to use the multi-cycle ISEs
paradigm.
The paper is organized in the following manner. All the com-

ponents of the architecture are described in Sections II-A�–II-D.
In particular, Oscar is described in Section II-B. The system
and how it was validated is presented in Section III-A. Method-
ology of the tests at Section III-B introduces the results in
Section III-C. Finally, the discussion in Sections III-D and IV
covers both measurements, future work, and possible alterna-
tive applications of our system.

II. ARCHITECTURE
In this section, wewill rst present the demonstrator chipwith

all its components. The detailed description of the daughter/
mother board ensemble and the software subsystem is outside
of the scope of this publication but Fig. 5 and Section III-A give
some hints on these subjects.
The chip, fabricated in TSMC 90 nm CMOS technology,

comprises two OpenRISC processors and a custom bus in-
terface (Fig. 5). All the peripherals such as main memory,
VGA and USB interfaces, and BIOS are implemented in a
eld programmable gate array (FPGA). Note that having the
main memory so far from the CPU is extremely inefcient
however for the demonstration of Oscar functionality this is
sufcient and cost effective. The micrograph in Fig. 4 shows
the pad-limited chip design. The die size is 3940 m 1875 m
for a total of 104 kGates.

Fig. 4. Micrograph of the Oscar chip fabricated in TSMC 90 nm CMOS tech-
nology. TheOscar clocking circuitry is localized with the accompanying SPAD.
Die size: 3950 m 1875 m. Gate Count: 104k.

Fig. 5. Architecture of the Oscar chip and system�’s peripherals.

A. Single-Photon Avalanche Diode
A SPAD is an APD operated above breakdown voltage, in

the so-called Geiger mode. In Geiger mode of operation, SPADs
exhibit a virtually innite optical-to-electrical gain, however a
mechanism must be provided to quench the avalanche. There
exist several techniques to accomplish quenching, classied as
active and passive quenching. The simplest approach is the use
of a ballast resistance. The avalanche current causes the diode
reverse bias voltage to drop below breakdown, thus pushing
the junction to linear avalanching and even pure accumulation
mode. After quenching, the device requires a certain recovery
time, to return to the initial state. The quenching and recovery
times are collectively known as dead time. Fig. 6 shows the pas-
sive quenching scheme implemented in our design.
In 90 nm CMOS technology, SPADs exhibit a time resolution

or jitter of 120 ps while the detection cycle, dominated by the
dead time of the device, is generally of the order of 10 ns to
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Fig. 6. The SPAD�’s ensemble: diode, quenching, and buffering circuitry.

Fig. 7. Layout of Oscar with xed frequency oscillator 550 MHz. Dimensions:
68 m 27 m.

Fig. 8. Layout of Oscar variable frequency oscillator. Dimensions: 53 m
66 m.

100 ns. The noise, known in SPADs as dark count rate (DCR),
reaches a few kilohertz. The active area of the detector is less
than 6 m in diameter while the total size of the detector is of
400 m due to the fact that a guard ringmust be built around the
active area to prevent premature edge breakdown. The p n
junction is designed to achieve a breakdown voltage at about
10 V. Operating the device at a few volts above breakdown,
Geiger mode of operation is achieved, whereby this voltage is
known as excess bias voltage. In these devices, photon detection
probabilities up to 50% can be reached when an appropriate
excess bias voltage is chosen.
At the time of the design, the SPAD ensemble was chosen at

the same time that the rst results of the 90 nm SPADs were

Fig. 9. Simplied schematic of Oscar. The D-ip-op acts as a lter on
the input that is driven by a SPAD and enables the non-PVT compen-
sated ring oscillator. A 7-bit counter is used to reset the lter which in turn stops
the clock generating oscillator.

Fig. 10. Timing diagram of the inner workings of Oscar. Note that the internal
asynchronous reset, is active when the counter underows.

available. We discovered only later that the selected SPAD en-
semble is not functional. However, for the purpose of the fol-
lowing discussion and without loss of generality, we used an
external 0.35 m SPAD.

B. Oscar
The constraints in designing the optically synchronized ring

oscillator Oscar were twofold. First, it should be relatively
small and simple so that to keep the area covered minimal.
Second, it should generate a xed number of rising clock edges
without glitches at high frequencies. We designed two versions
of Oscar: a xed frequency and variable frequency one. Figs. 7
and 8 show the layout of the xed and variable oscillator
versions, respectively.
The designs are based on standard cells except for the sensor

area. The oscillator was placed and routed by hand in contrast
to the control logic, which was automatically synthesized, and
placed and routed. The oscillator and control logic ensemble
were validated in a transistor-level simulation.
The simplied schematic of Oscar is shown in Fig. 9. The

output of the D-ip-op is used to start the oscillator com-
posed of the NAND-gate and the inverters when a rising edge
appears on the input. The 7-bit down-counter starts from
RV (the Reload Value of the counter) after reset and decrements
based on a delayed version of the signal. When the
counter underows, the most signicant bit is used to reset the
D-ip-op which in turn asynchronously loads the counter with
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Fig. 11. Detailed schematic of Oscar. The D-ip-op acts as a lter on the sync input that is driven by a SPAD and enables the non-PVT compensated ring
oscillator. A 7-bit counter is used to reset the lter which in turn stops the clock generating oscillator.

the programmable RV value. Note also that the counter is active
only when the oscillator is enabled.
A detailed version of the schematic and a timing diagram

of the relevant signals in operation are shown in Figs. 11 and
10, respectively. Note in Fig. 11 the multiplexer that selects the

signal, allowing the circuit to operate either using the
SPAD or, in debug mode, with an external clock. The
output is the rst tap of the delay chain in order to minimize
the delay and jitter between the pulse and the rst edge
of the generated clock signal. Glitches at the output may arise
due to the counter-reaction control loop delay. To avoid glitches,
the 3-bit enables a ne selection of delays in the
control loop by selecting several readily available shifted ver-
sions of the clock. This mechanism is necessary on the variable
oscillator version of Oscar (Fig. 11) because of the large dif-
ference between the oscillator�’s possible periods and the xed
delay of the counter-reaction loop from the counter to the oscil-
lator�’s output.
The timing diagram of Fig. 10 illustrates the working oper-

ation. Note that for glitchless clock generation, the following
relation must be true:

where is the delay of the feedback loop from/to the output
of the NAND-gate passing through the underowing counter,
and is the clock period. When the clock frequency reaches
the gigaherzt range, approaches . Fortunately, the feed-
back loop delay can be easily adjusted by selecting the proper
feedback point in the delay line. Selecting odd or even taps, a
delay values in the range of and respectively
can be chosen. Note that in the preceeding discussion, the jitter
of the signal and the generated clock was deliberately
omitted for clarity. A safety margin is also required to cope with
these signals uncertainties. The feedback loop delay mechanism
is also suitable for this.

The layout of the variable frequencyOscar is shown in Fig. 8.
The three constituting elements are the SPAD, control logic,
and variable ring oscillator. The SPAD has been described in
Section II-A. Amuch smaller device could be benecial in terms
of area, noise, and afterpulsing, due to the reduced carriers in-
volved in an avalanche. Its active region is separated from the
rest of the design by 10 m in order to limit substrate noise
injection. For the same reason, the ring oscillator has a triple
guard ring to capture substrate charges generated by the mass
of switching inverter gates that form the oscillator. The con-
troller occupying the space between the SPAD and the ring os-
cillator, contains 58 digital cells. The total size of the cell is of
53 m 66 m.
Both xed and variable oscillator implementations suffer

from metastability issues on the ltering ip-op . In fact if
the recovery or removal times of this ip-op are violated the
system may become unstable or even oscillating. This is due
to the fact that a metastable will propagate through the
reset feedback loop to . However, we force by design
the signal to occur at a predened interval . Therefore,
for a given oscillator period we choose a reload value RV
such that

or

where and are the recovery and removal times
of the reset signal with respect to the clock of the ip-op.
is the propagation delay inherent to the feedback loop. Again, as
discussed above, the jitter of the signal and the generated
clock impact metastability and an extra safety margin should be
taken for this.
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Fig. 12. CI call synchronization logic is used to ensure the start and done control signals are extended to the synchronization time-points.

A clock distribution network usingOscarmust, like any other
clock distribution network, control skew and jitter at all end-
points. As already mentioned, skew can be reduced to almost
zero, thanks to the optical distribution approach. However, a
mismatch due to technology variations might introduce a sys-
tematic offset between the leading edge of twoOscar generated
clocks trees. Note that, in the scheme proposed. only the skew of
the leading edge of the rst clock cycle is important. The same
is true for jitter. The jitter of the rst clock edge here is domi-
nated by the SPAD�’s jitter. In fact, the lter ip-op and NAND
gate contributions are negligible. The sensor�’s jitter was not op-
timized in this design (400 ps for 90 nm SPAD and 80 ps for an

external 0.35 m SPAD). For reference, commercial micropro-
cessors have clock distribution jitter as low as a few picoseconds
for multi-GHz clock frequencies at the cost of large silicon area.

C. Processor and Custom Instructions
The OpenRISC 1000 [54] instruction set-compliant pro-

cessor used by Kluter in [55]�–[57] was ported from FPGA
fabric to ASIC. The ASIC derivation (OR1390) used in this
work, was adapted for TSMC 90 nm CMOS semi-custom ow
based on Low- standard cells and memories. The processor
has a 5-stage pipeline in-order architecture with 8 kilobytes
4-way set associative data cache and 8 kilobytes 2-way set
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associative instruction cache. Both caches use a LRU replace-
ment policy. The custom instruction interface is compliant with
[58] allowing multi-cycle custom instructions to be added to
the processor.

D. Custom Instruction Units and Oscar
The choice of the CIUs was made to demonstrate the Oscar

clocking mechanism. As such the ideal CIU would be a unit that
takes few input data as this is limited by theOscar synchroniza-
tion mechanism. It would then process the data for numerous
local clock cycles and return few output data.
Three CIUs were manually implemented in order to test the

Oscar clocking scheme. Each of these CIU contains control
logic in form of a nite state machine (FSM) to provide multi-
cycle execution. The rst CIU is a textbook implementation of
a radix-1 non-performing restoring 16-bit integer divider. This
radix-1 divider takes 17 cycles to complete. The second CIU is a
classic multi-cycle 32-bit integer multiplier with 32-bit integer
result. This CIU takes 36 cycles to complete. Finally we im-
plemented a shifter that supports arithmetic and logic shifts as
well as rotations. This shifter performs a single shift each cycle
making its execution time dependent on the number of positions
to shift.
The variable-cycle CIs require that, for a xed Oscar cong-

uration, the control signal be extended until the next syn-
chronization timepoint. The added logic called is
shown in Fig. 12. The was added in order to syn-
chronize the signal in the special case where the processor
would also be clocked by Oscar and a CI call is not aligned
on a synchronization boundary. Although not strictly necessary,
these synchronization wrappers make use of Oscar state infor-
mation and are almost transparent in normal operation. Their
asynchronous design introduces only combinatorial delay to the
control signals path.

III. RESULTS
Validation of an ASIC design plays an important role in en-

suring that design specications be met before fabrication. Be-
side lengthy simulations at RTL or gate level, emulation is a key
validation step. The process has been made popular by the wide
adoption of FPGA platforms. Before presenting the results re-
lated to the use of Oscar clocking, we emphasize the validation
of the system as a whole in the following section.

A. System Pre-Validation
The system architecture described in Fig. 5 is based on a

Chip-FPGA codesign. Validation of the whole system was per-
formed on a dual FPGA board shown in Fig. 13. The FPGA
on the left containing the memory controller, the bus arbiter,
a VGA controller, the BIOS, a timers module, and the USB
interface used for software transfer and conguration. In the
pre-validation phase, the second FPGA held the same code used
for the chip except for the technology specic parts (memories,
ip-ops, and Oscar). Later, this part was replaced with the test
chip mounted on a mezzanine daughterboard (Fig. 14).
The bidirectional interface has been thoroughly tested be-

tween the two FPGAs. When moving to the Oscar chip daugh-
terboard (Fig. 14), the differences in timing due to the high ca-

Fig. 13. The dual FPGA board used to validate the systems�’ architecture.

Fig. 14. Daughterboard holding the Oscar chip and interfacing to the FPGA
board.

pacitative load of the connectors limit the maximum speed of
the chip-to-mainboard communication to around 70 MHz. We
nally ran the interface at 50 MHz to keep safety margins.

B. Test Setup and Methodology
Functional tests were rst performed with external clocking

as opposed toOscar clocking. Correct functionality of the CPUs
and Custom Instructionswere validated. Especially the CIs were
thoroughly tested with all combinations of input values, when
possible.
To measure the frequencies of the oscillators, we use the CPU

frequency counter that basically counts the clock cycles in a
millisecond. In order to measure the oscillator frequency ,
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Fig. 15. Left, the original setup to test the Oscar chip with the internal SPADs.
Right, the setup used for the tests with electrical connection between a 0.35 m
SPAD chip and the Oscar chip.

we set Oscar�’s at a frequency , successively increment
the reload value , and record the reported frequency value.
The maximum value approaches the real value and we see the
following trend of reported frequencies:

This is easily explained by the fact that whenever
, we are crossing a synchronization time-point

boundary and, therefore, the oscillator is stopped until the fol-
lowing arrives.
Power measurements were performed with a Tektronix

TM502A current probe amplier connected to a Picotech
Picoscope 6403. A single measure is the average of 20 frames.
A frame consists of 5 MSamples spanning 200 ms. The mea-
surement precision, or reproducibility, was 1% of the absolute
value. We only sampled the core voltage (1.2 V) thus leaving
out I/O power (2.5 V). Whenever we measured dynamic power,
unused parts were deactivated through clock gating.
The optical setup consists of a 637 nm laser diode. The nom-

inal frequency of the diode is 40 MHz. However, the laser diode
controller was also clocked externally with a function generator
at lower frequencies. The uncollimated laser beam was directly
pointed to the surface of a 0.35 m SPAD chip directly con-
nect to theOscar chip. The laser power was chosen to minimize
pile-up effects. Fig. 15 shows the optical setup used.
All experiments were conducted at 20 C and 1.2 V core

voltage. In all the tests, the inuence of the bus clock, xed at
50 MHz, has been minimized. For example, the test operations
are performed on cached data values or processor registers to
prevent bus accesses besides the initial mandatory fetches. This
method maximizes power consumption and performance since
a bus access would stall the processor for several cycles.
All chip control signals such as clocking muxes and Oscar

parameters, were congured at run-time by the processor.
The software was built with a customized toolchain based
on GCC 3.4.4 in which custom instruction assembly opcodes
were added. A JTAG-like interface is also available to set these
parameters externally.

C. Measurements
The clock frequencies of the variable oscillator range from

114 MHz to 534 MHz while the xed frequency oscillator runs
at 502 MHz. These measures vary within 5% across different
chips. The processor was validated to run up to 260 MHz. The
difference between targeted frequencies and the reported fre-
quencies is due to a simulation error in the oscillator.

TABLE I
POWER MEASUREMENTS INDEPENDENT

OF Oscar CLOCKING OPERATION

Fig. 16. Power measurements of the division operation. Note the expected
linear trend of each set of measurements. The software division is here com-
pared to the CIU only, our system lacking dedicated hardware division.

Power measurements independent of Oscar clocking opera-
tion are reported in Table I.
Static power includes the complete dual core system except

IO power. Dynamic power for one CPU is measured with a tight
loop of operations rearranging assembly code to prevent data
dependency stalls as much as possible. The maximum value is
selected. Note that only the 1.2 V core power is reported in this
measurement.
Figs. 16�–18 present power measurements versus million of

operations per second (MOPS). For a given operation, a loop
of 10000 iterations is run. The elapsed wall time for the loop
execution is recorded in order to compute the MOPS gure.
Three operations were tested: division, multiplication, and logic
shift left. Depending on the operation, several ways of execu-
tion were tested. For the division, we used the software division
available in the toolchain, the CIU clocked normally, and the
CIU clocked withOscar. For the multiplication, we ran the tests
with the datapath�’s single-cycle multiplier, the CIU clocked nor-
mally, and the CIU clocked with Oscar. For the shift operation,
we only compare the single-cycle datapath shifter with the CIU
clocked with Oscar. In fact, for this operand-dependent vari-
able-cycle instruction, the power is highly correlated with the
operand value.
The offset of approximately 10 mW is the sum of static power

and dynamic power due to the bus circuitry running at 50 MHz.
In order to compare the different implementations, we use the

following well-known gure of merit:
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Fig. 17. Power measurements of the multiplication operation. Note the ex-
pected linear trend of each set of measurements. The datapath multiplier is com-
pared to the multi-cycle CIU.

Fig. 18. Power measurements of the logic shift left operation. The data depen-
dent variable-cycle CIU clocked withOscar is run with a variety of input values,
however the trend of the curve is still linear. The internal datapath shifter is also
shown as reference.

Since our design is pad-limited, the area of the functional units,
both CIUs and datapath, were recomputed separately. The con-
straints were 80% cell area usage, 500 MHz clock for datapath
unit, and 2 GHz clock for the CIUs.
The gure of merit for the multiplication and shift operations

are reported in Table II. Note that division is only represented
with the CIU because of the lack of single-cycle datapath divider
unit in our OpenRISC architecture. Also note that the area for
custom instructions in this case is relatively small. However, we
expect that in the near future custom instruction real estate will
not only grow but overtake that of GP CPUs, by heavy use of
parallelization. Thus our approach will have a signicant impact
on overall performance for given power dissipation.

TABLE II
FIGURES OF MERIT AND AREA OF CIUS AND DATAPATH UNITS

D. Discussion

The Oscar design shares some similarities with [59]. While
applied to GALS designs, the digitally controlled clock multi-
plier of [59] also uses a gated ring-oscillator and counter. We
differ from this design by being exclusively standard-cell based
albeit being slightly less efcient in area, power and noise, be-
cause of the number of inverters and multiplexers used.
When compared to GALS designs, our clocking scheme is

completely deterministic. In fact, our design is completely syn-
chronous and all the known design verication rules still apply.
For example, the synthesis constraints are set such that the CIU
clocks frequencies are a multiple of the CPU clock. In this way,
the synthesizer takes care of setup and hold time across time do-
mains.
From the literature it is known that the use of photonics as

means of clock distribution can only replace a small part of the
total clock network power [4], [30]. The large capacitance to be
switched is generally at the leaves of the clocking tree. The gran-
ularity of placing the optical-to-electrical converters is highly
dependent of their area but also to the optical distribution means.
For example, if the sensors were extremely small, one could
have optical clock latches. The optics required to efciently dis-
tribute the light could be based on holography. However, we
place ourselves in a larger-grain approach by only clocking a
few Oscar units. Optical distribution could be done with ber
optics although for sake of simplicity we beamed a sufciently
powered laser over the entire surface of the chip.
From the result section, multi-cycle CIUs can have better

power efciency with Oscar clocking. The difference of power
between operations with and without Oscar is due to the CPU
frequency difference. By design, when operating withoutOscar
the CIUs are underclocked, some energy is wasted while the
stalled-cpu waits for the CIU�’s result, and they might be re-
placed by single-cycle designs at the cost of larger area.
When comparing datapath single-cycle operations (multipli-

cation and shift) with the Oscar enabled CIUs, we note that
the former are more power efcient. However this comes at
the cost of larger on die area. The introduction of the gure of
merit tries arbitrarily to balance these trade-offs. The benets
of Oscar may not be completely exploited in the area uncon-
strained case. However this discussion did not take into account
leakage which become more and more important as technology
scale and is dependent on the area. This omission was inten-
tional, as we believe that leakage will equally impact a conven-
tional approach and Oscar. Nevertheless, the simplicity of both
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the clocking circuitry and CIs allow fast design development.
Finally note that these power results are independent of the use
of an optical clock. Throughout the paper we have intention-
ally omitted the power to run the optical clock from the overall
power budget, since in principle it contributes in negligible way
to the overall power budget of the chip and it can be consid-
ered as a separate, thermally independent block, perhaps shared
among several receiving chips.
Although only the electric input of Oscar could be tested, the

non-idealistic features of the SPADs are mitigated in this design
in different ways. Reload time, after pulsing, and dark count are
mitigated by the ltering inherent to the function of Oscar. The
triggering window is purposely left small enough at the end of
the clocking period so that spurious hits�’ impact is minimal. Any
afterpulses are ltered by the ip-op in Figs. 9 and
11. The jitter of the SPADs was not optimized in this design,
however it could be reduced easily by employing several sen-
sors and OR-wiring their outputs. The xed frequency oscillator
was meant to run at 1 GHz while variable oscillator would have
selected frequencies between 200 MHz and 1.5 GHz. However
a mistake in simulating the design yielded approximately half
of these values. This should be xed for a future design.

IV. OTHER APPLICATIONS
The Oscar clocking mechanism as presented in this paper

shows some interesting applications. The simplicity of the
design of Oscar itself and of the driven logic can be com-
pelling in applications where power, performance, and area are
serious constraints. Other applications could span from DSP
to Network processors. In the security application context,
Oscar could be used to generate a random-clock. In fact,
when illuminated with non-coherent light, a SPAD produces
uniformly spaced pulses (Poisson arrival times). This can
be used to generate a truly random-clock with some simple
ltering. Real-world applications of this clocking mechanism
might include mobile phone chipsets, tablet computers, and
embedded platforms such as commercial gaming platforms.
Also, theOscar clocking scheme could be used in a 3D stack.

Die thinning would be required for the optical clock to pass
through to underlying dies. A discussion of die thinning can be
found in [60]. Trade-offs between emitter power, die thinning
and wavelength are required to be evaluated. Oscar clocking in
this context could be achievable, however data-communication
between dies should also be addressed.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the presented clocking scheme based on a

globally optically synchronized local oscillator was applied to
Instruction Set Extensions for an embedded processor using
multi-cycle Custom Instruction Units. We presented an imple-
mentation of Oscar in 90 nm CMOS with the infrastructure
around it. We discussed the power measurements results as
a trade-off between performance, power and area. We briey
commented on similarities and differences compared to Glob-
ally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous systems. Finally, we
presented some applications of this clocking scheme whether
for security as truly random-clock generation or for 3D inte-
gration.
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